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ABSTMCT
This paper analyses the reasons wrry\, despite the ascendancy of 'liberalising, neo-classical economics in the 1980s, many Indian economists have remained determinedly resistanr to the
IMF/lvorld Bank pro-stabilisation and structaral adjustment argumentr that so dominate globql political economic thinking. We argue that part af the objection to
economic ,global liberdlisation' in Indid is eqlicable from the signrficant, bat not exclusive, role played. by Hinduism
and caste in producing a distinctive form o/ society in India. Caste arguably gives deep cultwal legitimation to socio-economic perspectfues grounded on non-individualism, ones with a
strong sense of collective peer group awareness, albeit segmented into hierarchial distributional sub-groups. Despite the glaring inequalities and corruption in Indian society, the concept of
dharma is still consistent with an ideal o/ a strong ctuil society which has high levels of tru.\t
and conJidence, and which appears to offer security and certainry.
lye contend that there is a deep-rooted, 'national' ideological predisposition in India
to a position in economic thought which is broadly consistent with western neo-Ricardianism
and some versions ofthe new institutional economics, albeit one in )t'hich caste to some degree
plar^s the theoretical role of class. This coherent body of a broqder socio-cukural thought
arguably explains some of India's continued resistance to the economics of ,global liberalisa-

tion'.

L

INTRoDUcToRy ovERVrEw: THE GENERAL wEAKNEss oF TNTELLEcTuAL tNA.r.lONALt REsrsrANcE

TO L]BEML]SATION

A FTER ovER two hundred years, we seem to be no nearer to finding answers as to what
;L\ consrirutes an improvement in the human condition, let alone how it is to be achieved.
.l \Many of the post-war analyses in development economics were devoted to addressing
this very question. The initial emphasis after 1945 was placed on the roie of govemments in
'managing' economies, and/or planning models in facilitating the achievernent of social objectives to generate a social and natural environment that was conducive to social welfare in general, and poverty alleviation in particular.
For lndia, in panicular, the govemment under Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru in the
1950s built upon lessons of rapid industrialisation in the Soviet Urion (using Mahanalobis'
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variant on the Leontief input-output model; see Rothermund 1993). Basing its sfiate$/ on direct
and indirect state intewention, rather than the Soviet-style cenfal command system. the Indian
govemment was optimistic about the favourable outcomes ofthis shategy.
By the late 1960s, 'radical' development studies analysts had begun to acknowledge
that there were extemal consfaints on development, particularly in Latin American cases- ln
their rEcognition of these constraints, they began to question the approp ateness of applying
Western models to less developed countdes (LDCs) which had 'different traditions, histories,
societies and cultural pattems' (Marda, 1992, p.58; see also Baran, 1958, 1967; Livingstone,
1982; Love, 1996). The dependency or underdevelopment school thus sought to find ways of
eradicating 'economic baclovardness' which, in some cases (Frank, 1966; Wallerstein, 1979),
was seen as synonymous with nationavregional economic autarky and/or local political revolutions ofan irnnediately 'socialisf character, drawing on anti-imperialist versions ofhistory.
It is on this basis that some more reformist theorists advocated protectionism or
'Import Substituting Industrialisation ... Import substitution changed the econornic face ofthe
continent llatin America] through a strategy of state-led development of domestic industry'
(Green, 1995, p.2; see also Londerc et a1.,1998). The majority of African countries followed
a similar pattem of development after independence (Lensink, 1996).
There were parallel antiimperialist, pro-industrialisation views in India, but there was
relatively little cross-referencing to dependency theory suggesting that roots ofthese views lay
in panicular Indian circumstances - though some leaders of the independence movement in
lndia had been influenced by, and possibly also influenced, British (Fabian) socialism centred
on the London School ofEconomics.
Needless to say, the IMF and (increasingly) the World Bank's response to the intemational debt crisis (after 1982) was to insist on LDCs (such as India) implementing structural
adjustment policies as a cost of stabilisation loans. In fact, joint conditionalitv meant that the
World Bank had fallen in line with the IMF's neo-classical economic philosophy, the so-called
'Washington consensus'. In other words, LDC governments were required to demonstrate that
specific performance targets (indicaton) had been, or would be, met if (further) Ioans were
forthcoming (Cleeve and Ndhlolu, 1997). This joint reassertion of policies drawing on principles of free market individualism and minimalist govemment presented a unique and formida-

ble challenge to economic thinking in India.
This paper seeks to identif a coherent body ofsocial and philosophical thought which
underpins India's continued resistance at the economic level to the imposition of structual

adjustment policies. Admittedly there are market-oriented economists of Indian origin
(Ambirijan, 1997; Bhagwati, t993; Bhagwati and Srinivasan, 1993;Jha, 1984; Lal, 1989), but
nevertheless opposition to IMF/World Bank-inspired extemal liberalisation has comer not only
ftom the Left (see Kohli, 1989; Swamy, 1994, amongst others), but also ilom the Right, primarily from economists who support the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). And even those who
concede that some reform may be necessary point to adverse income disfibution and rising
underemployment (and/or poverry) ifthere are no improvements in design, timing (sequencing)
and implementation of programmes (Gaiha,2000; Gaiha and Kulkami, 1999; Joshi and Little,
1996). Without intervention for distributional purposes and Poverty targeting, so goes the argument, dnstic cost-cutting reforms are doorned to developmental failure (Gaiha, 1999)
In contrast, many critics within the African context have tended to accept neoliberal
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structual adjusfinent policies as inevitable, given the demoralised circumstances in which they
found themselves in the 1980s, Despite nationalism in many parts ofAfrica, and in spite ofthi
strong influence of ECLA (Economic Commission for Latin America) dependency theory in
Latin America, there is no agreed, Jogical case against liberalisation in either continent (see
Coats, 1997; Green, 1995; Harberger, 1991;Kay,1993; Lall, 1998; Lensink, 1996; Londero el
a/., 1998; Montecinos, 1997, Ponte, 1994; Toye, 1994). By comparison, the case oflndia shows
that, while 'global liberalisation' ideas may signifo that the world has become ideologically
more integrated, a continuing distinctiveness has ensured India a special place in world economic thinking.
2. lNrgLLscru,AL nesrsrANcE To NEo-LIBERAL poltcrEs rw rHE 1990s
Structural adjustment is often used to encapsulate neo-liberal policies, even though some
authors also use the term interchangeably with stabilisation. It is useful to briefly outline the distinction between the two policies, even though the lines between them are not neatly drawn.
This will enable us to judge the extent of India's resistance to sfiuctural adjustment policies.
Stabilisation policies, which the Indian economy needed in the t990s, look at the
external regime in the short term; in other words, they put an emphasis on .growth-orientated
adjustment' (Helleiner, 1992, p.38) to solve balance of payments and debt difficulties. This
involves devaluation of LDCs' currencies vis-d-vis ,hard, currencies, increasing import duties
(which contradicts the aim of structural adjustment in eliminating or reducing protectionism),
and raising interest rates in LDCs in the hope ofencouraging savings which, in tum, encourage
economic growth.
Structuml adjustment policies, on the other hand, look at the intemal regime and development in the long tem. They are intended to address the perceived .failures' of central planning by putting in place across-the-board economic liberalisation (the introduction of competition). This entails an increased role ofthe market and/or a greater emphasis on price incentives.
These policies involve fiscal reform (overall cuts in govemment expenditure and a shift towards
indirect taxation); removal or elirnination of subsidies, including price and wage controls;
strong targeting of poverty progmmmes in the social sector through user charges and means
tests; and pdvatisation of public-sector acrivities (Cleeve and Ndhlow, 1997, pp.l474g;
Ndhlovu, 1995, pp.239-40).
In other words, the reduction or elimination of,price distortions, will not only result
in prices reflecting their relative scarcities, but is also directly co-related with accelerated
growth of exports and economic (industrial) growth, Indeed, the World Bank, at the high-point
of confidence in the Washington consensus, went as far as claiming that those countries with
fewer 'distortions' always had higher growth rates and healthier economies and societies
(Ponte, I994).
lndia has come relatively late to 'liberalisation'. A major IMF loan inrhe early l9g0s
was negotiated before the major ddve to structural adjustment, being therefore obtained with
relatively little conditionality. Only in 1991 was an expiicit process of IMF/World Bank driven liberalisation begun by a Congress Party govemment claiming to have no alternative,
This process has been heavily oiticised on theoretical grounds. predictably, much of
this criticism has come from the neo-Marxist Left, strongly represented in the columns of
Economic and Political W-eekly (EPW). For instance, the EpW issue of l0 April 1993. on the
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1993-94 central govemment budget, was a comprehensive exposition of perceived sfiuctural
weaknesses in revenue raising, equity consequences of expenditue cutting, and the low probability of export price elasticities being compatible with reducing intemational debt service
ratios. This exposition concluded that liberalisation, India-style, was unlikely even to bring
about the macroeconomic stabilisaion it claimed as primary objectives, Iet alone establish a
fresh development process.
But the intellectual opposition to liberalisation in India goes well beyond the columns
ofEPW. The argument here is that the objections to market-led economic change in India are
exceptionally deep-rooted, by intemational standards, and this is due to an ideological dominance of a distinctive line of economic thought which long pre-dates independence in 1947 'z
The following quote from Jay Dubashi, a leading economicjournalist who supports the
BJP an authoritarian, Hindu religious party which can be seen as economically representing
the interests ofnational capital - illushates how the Right can combine an element ofeconomic autarlry with politico-cultural nationalism:

...liberalisation has to start from within the counry. Getting foreign
competition is no1 the answer. ln fact we have to stimulate domestic
industry ... it's time to tell the IMF to mind its own business.' (India
To

day, 28 February 1 993).

The shift ofJay Dubashi, fiom free-market advocacy in 1989 to an uneasy revival of swadeshi
(economic self-sufficiency) sentiments in 1993, is a matter ofpublic record in the English language press. Indeed, K S Sudarshan, the new chiefofthe Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS)
(the militant wing of the BJP), not only advocates swadeshi, but he is also opposed to India's
privatisation pro$amme, denouncing foreign investment in India in the process (Ihe Guardian'

2s July 2000).
However, the focus ofthis section comes, not so much from the orthodox L€ft or the
BJB but from a leading commentator who was arguably at the centre of Indian economic and
political thought in the 1990s. Professor Brahmananda gave an address to the Centre for
Economic and Social Studies in Hyderabad in November l992 His original remit was to advocate liberalisation but, instead, he presented a cogent, comprehensive critique of liberalisation
(Cameron, 1995).
Professor Bmhmananda can be seen as a representative of the establishment 'swing'
economists who will have to be convinced by the Delhi School of Economics/World Bank arguments for liberalisation. The argument below suggests they are unlikely to succeed in capturing the high ground in the intellectual debate without meeting strong opposition. It is hard not
to conclude that such strong arguments on the undesirability of liberalisation are still widespread among leading Indian economic thinkers and will continue to represent a formidable
obstacle to political commitment to IMF,Afforld Bank liberalisation policies.r
Professor Brahmananda's anti-liberalisation stance posits the 1991 economic crisis in
India as a complex phenomenon which is better conceived as a coincidental peaking ofa number of short term problems, each with its own potential appropriate policy response, mther than
the outcome of a single structural cause (government intervention) with a single cure (market
forces). The problems of scarcities of foreign exchange, govemment revenues, and domestic
savings for productive investment can, and should, be underctood separately, each requidng
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independent policy initiatives.
Ifthere is a common underlying cause ofthese problems, jt lies with the opportunistic
policy decisions of the mid- to late-l980s and the consequent rise in imports and credit associated with increasing consumer durable consumption by a middle-income group of more than
one hundred million people. Thus, rhe ffisis cannot legitimately be athibuted to flaws in the

whol€ Nehroviar Indial development stmtegy from 1947, or even its (lndira) Gandhian version
from 1965, as is claimed by advocates of liberalisation.
Brahmananda claims that the lndian state still has a vital structural role to pla)' in tems
of mobilising savings and undertaking infrastructure investment as emphasised in many ofthe
mainstleam writings in development economics from the 1950s (see also Ghosh, 1993; Gupta,
1993). Agriculture also has a strong claim for positive supporr by the state; it is a leading sector with vital qualitv-oflife implications for the whole of Indian society. Production for domestic consumption needs prioritisation above production for export. Moreover, food production
must not be sidelined in the pursuit ofsuch things as globalisation ofmanufacturing industry or
growing liesh flowers for export.
From this pe$pective, lndia can become more outward oriented without giving up the
capacity to have periods of inward orientation for whole sectors ofthe economy. At this time,
circumstances have thrown up a number of problems that need specific Eeatments rather than
high risk IMF/World Bank panaceas.
In confast to the ahistorical neo-classical economic formulae ofthe IMF, which stresses the ron-comparability and non-historicity of individual choices, it is funher argued that the
understarding of the intemal structural conditions of the Indian economy, and relationships
between its major component groups, is far more important,
Brahmananda also claims that the problem of the lndian foreign reserves is due to a
sharp rise in impons associated with consumer durable production, whose ultimate consumers
are a rclatively small part ofthe population. Inno sense are these imports essential for the needs
of the mass ol the population, or vital for technology transfer to develop the resource base of
Ildia. Consumption and technological needs can thus be largely defined without reference to
market forces.

Tuming to neoliberal fiscal policies, he contends that a fiscal deficit, in orthodox
macro-economic analysis, does not necessarily result in an increase in the money supply and
price inflation. Ifthe gap is treated as a Public Sector Borrowing Requirement and resources
are then borrowed by government through selling longer term bonds, then there is no fiscally
caused increase in the money supply. The neoliberal position would then depend on demonstrating that directly productive private investment has been squeezed out by indirectly productive public inAastructural development, and that there has been structural damage to the whole
society.

In addition, the money supply rnight increase, causing some structural damage independent of fiscal policy, due to a factor such as the international private banking sector's creation of money or mechanical conversion of inflows of foreign exchange into lndian Rupees.
To put the point in a more contemporary context, it can be aryued that the govemment risked a
1997 east Asian type crisis if it neglected its responsibility for the domestic money supply by
not acting to counteract the impact of the conversion of large inflows of 'hot money' in search
ofhigh returns which, in turn, diverted resources to the financial sector The main thrust ofthis
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argument is that the government needs to be more interventionist in the foreign currency markets to resfiict private sector induced growth in the money supply, rather than reduce its activity in these speculation-dominated marketsMore fundamentally, in terms ofthe size of the public sector, Professor Brahmananda
saw the public sector as important in providing infrastructure for agriculture. Thus, rather than
being obsessed with reducing expendirure, the govemment should be willing to aggressively
raise revenues for productive use and tansfer public sector workers into more productive work
within the public sector. Taxes should be raised on higher incomes wherever feasible (see also
Ghosh, 1993, p.2326).

In national terms, the contention is that India's aggregate savings are structurally too
low for a socially optimal level of economic gowth, and that the vast majority ofsavers in India
seek a low level ofrisk. Loss ofsavings for them means loss oftheir only fnancial social securiry resources. The public sector has a responsibility to offer secue havens for such savings
with a sustainable, realistic rate of return. A large and active public sector institutional structure to mobilise savings and protect their value is needed, since the private fmancial sector cannot be trusted to meet the legitimate needs of small savers.
ln all these arguments, confidence in agriculture does not exclude industial development. Indeed Professor Brahmananda, like the BJP and Communist Party (Ma.rxist) in West
Bengal, welcomes direct foreign investment in industry if it is given without strings (Cameron,
1995). However, there is an implicit scepticism about India's ability to replicate the South
Korean and China-Taiwan and Japanese experiences, through subtly balancing a protected
national market and aggressive exporting.
There is a strong case that these east Asian economies grew in a special niche in history, combining a privileged Cold War status as frontline states with the USA'S room for
manoeuvre in mustering an outflow oftechnological and investible resources, as well as access
to its market- There may also be a justifiable concem that it is not feasible or desirable to
attempt to emulate the 'new NICs' (newly industrialising countries) of South-East Asia such as
Thailand and lndonesia, since they over -exploit natural resource export bases (an issue of
importance to the active environmental movement in India).
The case is made by Brahmananda that, in lndia's situation in the current global econom),, success in inffeasing agricultural production for, firstly, national and, secondly, global
consumers is a necessary, if insufficient, pre-requisite condition for success in developing manufacturing industry on a sustainable basis. However, the advocacy of agriculture goes beyond a
merc sequencing of sectoral priorities; it goes to the very heart of the concept of development
itself. Land and agriculture still possess cultural, as well as market, valorisation in India (in
which 'surplus labour' can, in etrect, 'realise' or'valorise' itselfinto surplus-value and surplus
produce; while the production process is the unity of the labour process and the valorisation
process - see Marx, 1974; Rosdolsky, 1980, amongst othem).
Civil liberties campaigns in India have not only initiated active struggles for greater
accountability and transparency in public sector decision-making, but also communal control of
land and other resources as a human right. The thriving Indian NGO (non-governmental organisation) sector is involved in widespread experiments in empowerment by redistributing confiol
over rcsources. Marketisation tends to diminish the held for ethically-engaged debate and nonviolent collective action, which so distinguishes much of Indian society, undermining identity
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and leaving a society more vulnerable to social tension.

While there are indeed technical arguments, drawing on neo-Ricardian and neoKeynesian economic principles, for such strone intellectual opposition to 'global liberalisation'
in India, we claim that there is a more fundamental objection behind such a determined resistance. Such an intellectual objection is rooted in the whole package of implicit, universal cultural and political assumptions about national and global resource allocation that economic
global liberalisation carries with it. These implicit assumptions run counter to those that have
historically opemted to produce a distinctive form of sociery and social values in India. The
intellectual manifestation of this unique society and its values has its own dynamics, and js
unusually antithetical and resistant to the pressures towards cultural and political slobalisation.

3. THE HINDU Roors uNDERpTNNING THE EcoNoMlc pRtNcrplEs oF NATIoNAL RESISTANCE To NEoCLASSICAL ECONOMICS AS REPRESENTED IN GANDHI'S WRITINCS

The economics ofthe preceding discussion may appear to a westem observer to be comfortably

situated in the neo-Ricardian and neo-Keynesian economic pamdigm. But this Eurocenfiic
view does not explain the compaEtive strength of this line of thinking among economts$ ln
India, or, indeed, among eminent economists of Indian origin who have achieved an intemational standing, such as Amartya Sen, the 1998 Nobel Laureate in Economrcs.
Sen made seminal contributions on welfare economics and the critique of the normative basis ofneo-classical income distribution theorems in the 1970s, entitlement theory and
the distribution of famine-related deaths in the 1980s, as well as the relatiolship between economics and moral philosophy of ethics in the 1990s. His adoption of particular assumptions
conceming interpersonal comparabiliry enabled him to reach conclusions about the inevitabiliV" of collectile choices. It is our contention that his writings tend to be based on implicit, deepseated, and fundamental assumptions about society and culture that would have been familiar
to him during his growing up in India.
To understand Amartya Sen's pattern ofthought, the case can be made that he is true
to his social and philosophical roots in his economic theorising- His growing up in Bengal under
colonial rule was an education in politico-cultural inequality, including numerous deaths in a
great famine. The debates on Indian lndependence which he witnessed as a young man
involved communist and Gandhian critiques of free market individualism and an emphasis on

the importance of shared institutionalised values in human development (Cameron and

Ndhlovu,2000, pp.240-45; Gandhi, 1970; Cameron,2000). The good life for both Gandhians
and communists was principled, emphasising hard-work in production without too much concem for material reward, while extolling the vinues of simplicity in consumption.
His training in westem economics at a crucial time in the intellectual development of
the subject in the 1950s and 1960s was cenfed on the positivist respect for logical argument,
starting from clearly stated absfact assumptions as the basis of good economics_ More speculativel,v, these principles of knowledge may have been augmented by respect for lively open
debate on abstract principles, the acceptance of ultimate indeterminacv in human affairs, a

lik-

ing for formal mathematics, and an ascetic approach to human desires, which may be said to
mark rhe best of Indian intellectual life (Cameron, 2000).
Amartya Sen's choices of subject mafter, epistemology, methodology and ontology in
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economics are all consistent with his origins. Emigmtion, fame and swings in economics fashion have apparently left him unmoved (intellectually) fiom the firm foundations on which his
life was built from childhood. His joumey can be seen as one of continuing exposition and
exploration ofhis basic socialised values, rather than pursuit a.nd discovery ofnew values.
The image of south Asia as having a distinctive form of society and human consciousness can also be found in European writings on the scuth Asian sub-continent (Dumont,
1970). The view of homo hierarchicus (as a distinctive approach to human relations) pervades
the bulk of socio-economic anthropology research in India, in which the concept of caste is

treated as fundamental by both westem and Indian socio-economic anthropologists alike
(Srinivas, 1995). Caste gives cultural legitimation to a model ofa society segmented into subgroups, with highly formalised rules of group interaction and restrictions on individual choice
in economic activities, income distributional rules and consumption pattems, and disposal of
propefy, notably through marriage.
we argue that Hinduism and caste are a significant aid to understanding economic
thought in India, while also acknowledging the following possible objections to this argument:
a materialist basis, nor does it necessarily
require a beliefin God (Madan, 1989, p.58) - discussions ofHinduism often focus

i) the Hindu religion is not reducible to

on the metaphysical and transcendental, not the material. Notwithstanding this,
there are profound implications for the intellectual and practical understanding
human affairs in 'the here and now' in Hinduism, as is in all religions;

of

ii) not all the Hindu religion demands belief in caste - the whole history of
Hinduism involves periodic movements which delink the basic religious principles from caste. Some ofthese movements have indeed gone on to establish themselves as virtually autonomous religions, notably Buddhism and Sikhism,
Nevertheless, beliefs regarding caste have arguably remained etched in the consciousness (rrs-d-vis what being Hindu and Indian is) and day-to-day life experience in India;
iii) India is not solely a Hindu society - Islam and, to a lesser extent, Christian
value systems have a place in Indian sociery while mutual tolerance has been a
continuing, if problematic, theme since the time of the Mughal emperor Akbar
four hundred years ago. Marxism has also been an impoftant influence (Beteille,
1996; Byres, 1989; Fuller, 1989, 1996; Omvedt, 1989; Vanaik, 1990). Even for
those systems of ideas which are critical of Hindu thought, Hinduism has tended
to set the agenda and parameters for philosophical discourse in India (Lohia,
1955):

iv) India has not been a historically unchanging, rigid society and economy - the
oflndia rightly point to the richness and dynamism of Indian society over the last three millennia, with a shifting kaleidoscope of social mobility
and economic enterprise (Thapar, 1972:' Yamik,l990). Despite this, these histori
ans accept caste as a continuing reference point in lndian history and that the

best historians

group ethos continues to survive even

if

groups move relative to each other; and
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v) theoretical analysis based on other divisions in societv have had a significant
impact in lndia - analysis of gender, class and non-caste based ethnic divisions
(Byers, 1989; Siva, 1989; Vanaik, 1990; Washbrook, 1989) have all contributed to
understanding development and underdevelopment in India; however, caste has
survived as a foundational, analltical concept in Indian thought.

Even ifthese qualifications are accepted, we would still claim that Hinduism and caste are significant in giving Indian social philosophy a distinctive flavour. This has important implications
for economic analysis in India. In production relationships, caste restrictions do still place specific limits on labour mobility, that are similar to the gender and racist restrictions which segment westem labour forces. This has implications for the extent to which we accept assumptions conceming restricted flexibility in teclurology, formal education and technical training
(Madan, 1989, pp. 59-61; Vanaik, 1990, pp.14447). Such barriers do not have to be absolute
for the majority oflndian economists in order for them to regard factor immobility and techno-

logical inflexibility as fundamental assumptions needed for'realistic' economic analysis ofproduction relationships.
In terms of distributional corcems, Hinduism, in its idealised form of jajmani relationships, sEts distributional rules granting all caste groups entitlements to shares ofthe ,village
grain pile', ones which are sufficient to meet basic needs. This imposes a distributional duty and
obligation on the relatively well endowed - an aspect of a wider dharma (frequently fianslated
into English as 'duty', but with deeper implicarions for the whole of behaviou than in its common English usage).
The concept of dharma bestows. not only rules of duty,, but also suggests a potential
for a strong civil-society institutional structure, with shong social capital and limited market
relationships. Such a society ideally has high levels of trust and confidence, and security and
certainty, While glaring inequaliries and comrption in Indiar society suggesr that the jajmani
system and dharma have little relevance to the actual distribution ofincome, these concepts do
provide a radical, cultually specific, if idealised, reference point for the notion of distributional justice.
To demonstrate these arguments in Hindu Indian thought, it is perhaps in order to refer
to 'Mahatma' Gandhi's work, which has continued to influence social thought in India for much
of this century. Gandhi regarded the concept of caste critically. However, being a profoundly
devout Hindu, he was also hostile to western influences. Gandhi had to wrestle with the material realities ofthe independence struggle and the complex process of industrialisation, one in
which irdigenous indian capitalists played a major role (see also Rivett, 1959, p.3 ). We will
tease out liom his work how he came to terms with these challenges, while rernaining within a
distinctively Hindu Indian discourse.
Pervading Gandhi's analysis was a belief in the possibility of socio-political harmony
and a suspicion ofwestem influences:

In

a well-ordered democratic society, there is no room, no occasion for lawIessness or strikes -.... I wonder if we can remain free from the fever ofpower

politics or the bid for power which af{licts the political world, the East and,
the West. (Gandhi, 1970,p.911see also Riyett, 1959.p.21.
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-..the social order in lndia was simple, and

it

lasted for thousands ofyears on

that basis. Even now this feeling is not altogether absent in ow country'
Where such an arrangement exists, there is hardly any need for a third person or arbitrator. The disputes were settled by both together amicably.
(Gandhi, 1970, p.13).
With confidence in distinctive Asian values guiding economic activities, he went on to argue
that 'l am convinced that the capitalist, if he follows the Samurai of Japan, has nothing really
to lose and everything to gain.' (Gandhi, 1970, p.51).
On distribution, Gandhi points to the influences ofcaste on occupational mobility, and
non-market, culturally-based disfibutional norms:
In India, a person in one occupation thinks it below his digniry to follow any
other occupation. (Gandhi. 1970, p.8).

In ancient India, the workers' stawation was never consciously (slc) used as
the employers' opporhmity. That line of action which does not harm either
party in a dispute is alonejustice. We believe that this Western influence will
die out soon (Gandhi, 1970, P.15)
Such a 'corporatist' division-oflabour distributional equity ethos can then be extended into
manufacturing industry:
Workmen ought to organise themselves into strong Labour Unions, and on
no account shall they stdke wolk without the consent of these Unions.
Strikes should not be risked without previous negotiations with the millowners. If the mill-owners rcsort to arbitration, the principle of Panchayat
should be accepted. (Ganclhi, 1970, p.3l).
is against this backgrcund that Gandhi asserts a dishibutional concept close to Jaimani rules
ofdistribution: 'All useful labour ought to bring in the same and adequate wages to the labourer' (Gandhi, 1970, p.89; see also Rivett, 1959, p.7).
Though allowing for some meritocratic possibilities which are tempered by selfrestraint and/or humility, he goes on to argue that:

It

..,you [workers] would not be able to run a mill. You lack the talent to run

it. (Gandhi.l970. P.67-68).

I do not want an)'thing further for workers and

p€asants than enough to eat

ard house and clothe themselves and live in ordinary comfort as selfrespecting human beings. After that condition of things is brought about,
the brainiest among them will certainly manage to acquire more wealth
than the rest. I want the dch to hold their riches in trust for the poor or to
give them up for them. (Gandhi, 1970, p 57).
He identifies a number of distributional rules that would constitute a satisfactory solution ofthe
condition of labour. These include hours of labour, which take account of leisure time, educa-
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tional and health facilities, pension provisions, a 'fair' distribution between shareholders (dividends), labour (wages) and capital Grices), while there should be recognition that capital and
labour are mutual trustees for consumers (Gandhi, 1970, p.29-30,33,72,7 S).
Applying the concept of dharma, Gandhi contends that:

will teach us that the working man, the clerk and the
employer are parts of the same indivisible organism. None is smaller or
greater than the other Their interests should be not conflicting, but identical
and inter-dependent. (Gandhi, 1970, p.49).
True social economics

To be sure: 'There is a conflict of interest between capital and labour, but we have to resolve

it

by doing our own duty.' (Candhi 1970, p.64).
For Gandhi,
...dharma ... signified nature, right, and duty. Since every human action was
both a right and a duty and had an individual and social dimension, rights
had to be defined and exercised in a socially responsible manner, arld duties
defined and discharged in a way that took account ofthe agent's uniqueness
and claims. (Parekh, 1997, p.50).

But these corporatist-distributional boundaries were bluned in principle: ....the mill-hands are
as much the proprietors oftheir mills as the shareholders .... there is no right in the world that
does not presuppose a duty' (Gandhi, 1970, p. 47).ln terms of respect and one's standing in
society: 'Who will not look down on those who desire to be rnaintained on public funds without doing any work?' (Gandhi, 1970,p.19).
Gandhi is also pessimistic about the possibility of market forces ensuring equality
through exchange:
What is a man, who is not a thiei who openly charges as much as he can for
Ifthe reply be that the buyer is a willing dupe, it begs the
question, In reality, the buyer is helpless rather than willing. (Gandhi, 1970,
p. el).
the goods he sells?

Market forces have to be seen in the context ofpublic goods and,/or externalities: ,All Iife is one.
lf we clean our own homes and neglect our neighbours', we will have to pay the price in the
form of epidemics and the like' (Gandhi, 1970. p, 90).
Gandhi's views on dlarma and.the moral basis of social order are shown in his account
ofevents during on his stay in South Afiica:

My opinion against swe€pers' sfiikes dates back to 1897 when I was in

Durban. A generai strike was mooted there, and the question arose as to
whether scavengers shouldjoin in it. My vote was registered against the proposal. Just as man cannot live without air, so too he cannot exist for long if
his home and surroundings are not clean. One or other epidemic is bound to

break out -....

A

Bhangi may not give up his work even for a day

,..

[Resignation with due notice] will wake up sociery from its disgraceful
slumbe. (Gandhi, 1970, pp.87-88; see also Rivett. 1959, pp.t0-13).
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There are apparent links between Gandhian ideas on political economy and the school

of westem economic thought which argues that structural rigidities necessitate govemment
intervention, that the physical surplus is technologically determined, and that some parameters
of distribution are exogenously given outside economic models (Sraffa, 1960, Emmanuel,
1972). Despite Sraffa and Emmanuel arriving at these conclusions on the basis of mobility of
capital and labour at the national and ittemational levels, there are still connections with issues
raised by Gandhi, Indeed concerns on the role of govemment, technology and distribution give
Gandhi's propositions a distinctive neo-Ricardian feel.
We can recall that fucardo questioned the productive role played by landlords, whom
he saw as obstructing economic progress. In Ricardo's society, the conflict between classes was
such that free market forces increasingly distributed income to those who had land ownership
titles. Clearly, technological change would tend to be inhibited by the activities of this
entrenched, parasitic land-owning aristocracy, so much so that this would lead to stagnation though, in the writings of Malthus, this class could assist progress through its consumption of
surplus, as Keynes also recognised. Arguably Ricardo's problem could also be resolved by a
variant on Gandhian trusteeship.
On the distributional and consumptior side, for John Stuart Mill and others, institutional analysis provided the basis for understanding the operation of market forces; in other
words, the latter could only be understood once the former had been analysed- Mill argued that
production and distribution could be analltically separated, with technology determining the
pattem of production, and disnibution being determined in the socio-political sphere Mill
thought distributional disputes should be politically resolved without disrupting production Gandhi agreed, but located his solution closer to cultural norms.
Gandhi's examination ofthe concept of dharma also srtggests that there are links with
some versions of the new institutional economics CNIE). The latter are concemed with 'civil
societies' in which (horizontal ratler tJlan vertical) networks foster social trust which, in tum,
induces collective action. Civil society institutions are therefore responsible for reducing uncertainty in humar interaction (Cameron and Ndhlow, 2000).
But there is no evidence that Gandhi was drawing on this westem sffeam ofnew institutionalist and neo-Ricardian economics. We suggest that his views are consistent with a distinctively Hindu Indian political economy- Gandhi's combination of political economy and
moral economy owes much to his sense of a desirable Hindu socia! ordel and the understanding ofthe human condition into which he was socialised.
4. CoNcLUsroN
Arguably, Gandhi's (and Amartya Sen's) analysis indicates a deep rooted, 'national' ideological predisposition in lndia to a position in economic thought which is broadly consistent witb
westem neo-Ricardianism, albeit one in which caste plays the theoretical role ofclass Similar
assumptions about production and distribution are made, so that cross-cultural commurication
is possible. Moreover, an ideal of a strong civil society exPlicable from the concept of dharma
is similar to some versions of the new institutional economics (NIE). This cross-fertilisation
may, as Amartya Sen implicitly suggests, produce desirable results for westem economic
thought in which neo-Ricardianism and some NIE analysis come to recognise their ethical
roots. This could strengthen arguments for economics which is based on human interdependence, as against neo-classical economics and its underpinning ethical individualism
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In the Indian case, a deeply rooted body of Hindu-influenced thought helps explain
India's continued resistance to 'global liberalisation' as economics. suffice it to say that a faster
pace of 'liberalisation' in the rcst of the world will itself induce additional pressure on the
Indian govemment from external agencies to match global .best practice,. But a slower rate of
'liberalisation' in India, panially due to deeply rooted intellectual resistance, will also give India
an opponunity to observe the balance of costs and benefits for a large country which has been
a latecorner to 'liberalisation' in the 1990s. Ifthe costs are seen to outra.eigh the benefits, then
lndia will have kept open an option of returning to a modified version ofits own historic development trajectory.
Outside south Asia, the drive for 'global liberalisation' in AAica, other parts of Asia
and in Latin America might have called into question the role of alternative models regarding
what it means to be human in relation to market forces, but there is still much ideological investment in many Indians' sense of cultural uniqueness and adherence to models ofeconomic interdependence. Economists oflndiar origin will continue to occupy the centre for coherent resistance, within economic thought, to the pressures ofneo-liberal individualism and its hand-maiden of neo-classical economics.
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